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Celestron 22010-CGL telescope Refractor 900x Black

Brand : Celestron Product code: 22010-CGL

Product name : 22010-CGL

50mm refractor telescope + microscope + 4 binoculars

Celestron 22010-CGL telescope Refractor 900x Black:

AN Incredible Value-Priced Science Pack from Celestron
This complete optical science kit combines a 50mm refractor telescope with a complete microscope kit
AND 4x binoculars!
The TELESCOPE includes a full-height field tripod, finderscope and 2 eyepieces (60x and 120X).
The illuminated MICROSCOPE magnifies up to 900x with additional powers of 150x and 450x plus
includes blank and prepared slides, cover slips, blank labels, spatula, dissecting probe, eye dropper,
tweezers, spare light bulbs and specimen vials.
The 4x30 binoculars feature glass lenses to bring subjects up close.
Celestron 22010-CGL. Product colour: Black. Eyepiece(s): 60x, 120X

Technical details

Type Refractor
Magnification 900x

Features

Product colour Black

Packaging content

Tripod included
Number of eyepieces 2
Eyepiece(s) 60x, 120X
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